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Summary
Since the completion of The Human Genome Project in 2003, perhaps the greatest
clinical impact has been in cancer research and care. The identification of germline
genetic variations for cancer susceptibility has vastly improved individual risk assessment
methodologies; moreover, the identification of somatic gene mutations responsible for
cancer cell transformation has led to the development of ground-breaking therapies. The
presenters at this symposium will discuss the use of cancer genomics in current clinical
care.

Symposia Sessions planned on
Attendee Feedback

New for this program year! We will have three expert symposia on evolving topics
in genetic nursing research and clinical care. These presentations will provide
integral presentations connecting the bench to clinical practice. The three
symposia are:

https://www.isong.org/page-1325156
https://www.isong.org/event-2726159


Discovery to Practice in Metabolics
Discover to Practice in Oncology (outlined above)
Discovery to Practice in Pharmacogenomics

The symposia will be offered twice during the program to allow those with multiple
interests the opportunity to attend a second session. The three Symposia
sessions will be offered on Saturday.

Contact Hours

ISONG and ANA-NY are collaborating to provide this learning activity. Nurse participants
completing the activity and the evaluation tool will receive continuing nursing education
contact hours and pharma credits (number of pharma credits to be determined.) The
Northeast Multi-State Division is accredited as a provider of continuing nursing education
by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.
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